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Abstract
This paper investigates ways to explore the between frame correlation of shape information within
the framework of an operationally rate-distortion (ORD) optimized coder. Contours are approximated
both by connected second-order spline segments, each dened by three consecutive control points, and
by segments of the motion-compensated reference contours. Consecutive control points are then encoded
predictively using angle and run temporal contexts or by tracking the reference contour. We utilize a novel
criterion for selecting global object motion vectors, which improves eciency. The problem is formulated
as Lagrangian minimization and solved using Dynamic Programming (DP). Furthermore, we employ an
iterative technique to remove dependency on a particular VLC and jointly arrive at the ORD globally
optimal solution and an optimized conditional parameter distribution.
I. Introduction

The object-oriented treatment of video data has regained its popularity with the advent of
new multimedia applications. Such applications include content-based storage and retrieval,
mobile communications, and lm authoring. Within the object-oriented framework, a video
sequence is represented through the evolution of video object planes (VOP), with each frame
composed of one or more VOPs. Evolution of these VOPs in time is described in terms of shape,
texture, and motion information. The optimal allocation of the available resources within these
three components is a key fundamental problem addressed by the operational rate distortion
theory (ORD). The shape component, particularly in very low bit rate applications, requires
high eciency of representation, since it takes up a signicant percentage of the bit budget.
In MPEG-4 the task of encoding the shape information is completely decoupled from those of
motion estimation, texture coding, and boundary estimation. This is also the approach taken
here, that is, we assume that the input to the proposed shape coder is a binary mask dening
the objects in every frame.
In the process of evaluating competing techniques for the MPEG-4 standard, several binary
shape coders were considered. These coders, however, lack optimality in their both intra and
inter modes of operation. The context-based (CAE) coder 1] capitalizes on temporal redundancy
by performing object-based motion compensation and extending the context template into the
neighboring pixels of the reference frame. Similarly, the MMR inter-coder 10] diers from its
intra mode counterpart in the choice of pixels serving as context. In the baseline and the vertexbased polynomial approaches (inter mode) 3], 5] a contour in the current frame is approximated
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through motion compensation by a contour in the previous frame, with segments exceeding a
certain error threshold coded in their respective intra mode. All of these coders are ad-hoc in the
intra mode, and, therefore, also in the inter mode. They fail to achieve operational optimality
since they neither take the tradeo between the rate and the distortion into account nor do they
use the distortion metric used for their evaluation in the encoding process. In fact, whereas the
four methods proposed in 1], 10], 3], and 5] achieve good compression in the intra mode, poor
coding eciency in the inter mode remains their major weakness.
We have previously proposed optimal approximations of a given boundary based on curves
of dierent orders and for various distortion metrics, processing each frame independently (intra mode) 2]. In 4] this problem was solved optimally and jointly with the variable-length
code selection. In this work we extend this ORD optimal framework to take into account the
temporal contour redundancies present in typical video sequences. We employ a novel criterion
for global object-based motion vector selection which ts naturally into the chosen code structure. We adaptively switch between context and tracking modes to better capitalize on temporal
redundancies.
In addition to arriving at the inter mode ORD optimal representation of a sequence for a
particular coding framework, characterized by xed VLC tables, we employ an iterative procedure
to nd the underlying parameter probability distribution resulting in the locally most ecient
ORD curve.
This paper is organized as follows. The algorithm structure is presented in Sec. II. The
framework for taking advantage of frame to frame correlation between contours is addressed in
Sec. III. Section IV-A deals with the context-based control point encoding scheme, while the
additive distortion metric is discussed in Sec. IV-B. Section V describes how the problem can be
formulated as a shortest path problem and Sec. VI discusses VLC optimization issues. Finally,
results are presented and discussed in Sec. VII.
II. The Boundary Encoding Problem

In this paper we solve the problem of encoding temporally correlated contours optimally in the
ORD sense within the chosen vertex-based framework. Contours are approximated by connected
2nd -order B-spline segments, each dened by 3 consecutive control points, (pu;1  pu  pu+1 ), with
two neighboring splines sharing two control points. Thus an ordered set of control points constitutes a code for a (lossy) shape approximation. A 2nd -order B-spline, henceforth referred to
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simply as a spline, is a parametric curve (parameterized by t) that starts at the midpoint, also
called a knot, between pu;1 and pu and ends at the midpoint between pu and pu+1 as t sweeps
from 0 to 1. Mathematically, it is dened as follows:
2
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where pix and piy are the x and y coordinates of pi , i = u 1 u u + 1. A sequence of 2nd -order
B-splines solves the interpolation problem at the knots, while being dierentiable everywhere,
including the knots. This smoothness property, coupled with the simplicity of denition, makes
B-splines a natural choice for the shape coding application. Note that, in principle, we can force
a spline to approximate a straight line by merging two neighboring control points.
The determination of the number and location of the control points is central to our approach.
Although an ordered set of control points dening approximating splines may include any point
in the image plane, it is unlikely that locations far from the original boundary would lead to
an ORD optimal approximation. In addition, as will be seen in Sec. V, the complexity of the
algorithm designed to nd an ORD optimal solution to this problem is proportional to the
square of the number of candidate control points. These two considerations lead naturally to the
concept of the admissible control point band 8], 9], that is, the set of candidate control points.
Figure 1A demonstrates a xed width control point band drawn around the original boundary
of a sample object in our test sequence. Note, however, that although the control points are
restricted to belong to the admissible control point band, there is no restriction for pixels of the
approximating contour to be inside the band. We label all pixels of the original contour based on
their scanning order in which they were extracted from the binary mask specifying the object.
Every admissible control point is then labeled with the label of the original contour pixel closest
to it, as depicted in Fig. 1B. Imposing the requirement that consecutive control points are in
increasing order ensures that we always move forward along the boundary.
;

III. Temporal Correlation

It is intuitively clear that object boundaries between frames are correlated. However, eorts
to gain coding eciency based on this apparent redundancy have, so far, met relatively small
success 2]. In the proposed context methods 1], 10], one global motion vector, which minimizes
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the number of mismatched pixels, is employed to align corresponding objects in two consecutive
frames. A context for a pixel in the current frame is then computed from its spatio-temporal
neighborhood. Consequently, these algorithms in the inter mode dier from their intra mode
counterparts only in the choice of neighboring pixels serving as contexts. The main disadvantage
of this type of approach is its pixel-based nature, which suers from mis-alignments due to motion
and noise, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Clearly, the motion model used for this example performs
poorly under non-rigid object motion. An additional important problem, however, is the contour
degradation by noise, which makes predictions of whether a given pixel is on or o the boundary
highly unreliable. Noise is introduced to contours during the frame acquisition and segmentation
processes, which causes contours in consecutive frames to be dierent even without motion.
In the previously proposed intra mode 8], consecutive control point locations are decorrelated
using a 2nd -order prediction model, where every control point is encoded in terms of the relative
angle  and the run length  , henceforth referred to as run, (in pixels), as depicted in Figs. 3A
and 3B.
A. Control Point Encoding Using Context

In this work we reduce the eects of contour noise by utilizing temporal context for the predictive encoding of the (angle run) symbols, instead of the underlying pixels. Thus, instead of
using temporal context to predict boundary pixel locations, we use them to estimate the current
(angle run) symbol, which denes the location of the next consecutive control point. The underlying assumption is that these symbols are aected by noise to a much smaller extent than the
original boundary. The (angle run) framework for encoding consecutive control point locations
was used in 4], 9] in conjunction with B-splines to arrive at an ORD optimal representation of
a boundary in the intra mode. The context for the angle and run components is searched for
in a local window in the motion compensated reference frame and are computed for every pixel
in the admissible control point band, as a preprocessing step. Figure 4 depicts a hypothetical
context window in the reference frame after motion compensation, which is centered on a pixel,
denoted by O in the admissible control point band. It is used to extract both the most likely
direction and the most likely length of the vector pointing from that pixel to the next potential
control point. That is, if an actual control point is located at the current position, this context
provides an estimate of where the next control point is most likely to be. The context for the
angle component is obtained by selecting the direction in which most of the transitions between
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consecutive boundary pixels in the reference frame occur. This corresponds to the North-West
(NW) direction in Fig. 4, which is pointed to 6 times. Then follow the North and South-East
directions with 2 transitions each. Note that there is no ambiguity between diametrically opposite directions since all pixel transitions occur in the direction of the increasing label. This
estimate of the direction, being a statistical average, is very robust to contour noise, as it tends to
cancel noise, while determining the dominant direction. Similarly, the run length component of
the context is obtained by selecting the most frequently occurring distance between consecutive
control points in the context window. In this example, a run length of 4, occurring 3 times, is
selected. For both the run and the angle, ties are broken in favor of the corresponding context
with the smaller index.
Having computed contexts as described above, we employ a spatially adaptive VLC scheme
that assigns shorter codewords to combined (angle run) symbols that are close to (anglecontext  runcontext ).
Due to motion and occlusions, however, certain parts of the boundary will have too few reference
pixels for a meaningful computation of the context, in which case the algorithm reverts to the
intra mode (4]) for encoding the (angle run) symbol, i.e., based on the previously encoded
symbol.
With non-homogeneous and non-rigid motion it is often the case that certain contour segments
are well approximated by the motion-compensated reference frame, while others are not. For
this reason we include, in the source alphabet, symbols representing the tracking of pixels in
the reference boundary. Thus, based on the chosen tradeo between the rate and the distortion,
the encoder may select to approximate stretches of the contour under consideration by following
the reference contour for n pixels, with each value of n corresponding to one symbol. Since
the previously reconstructed frame is available at the decoder, the next control point can be
unambiguously determined by following the reference contour for a specied number of pixels.
For example, we expect portions of the boundary in the feet area of the kid in Fig. (2) to be
approximated through these symbols. These tracking symbols are discussed in more detail in
Sec. IV-A.
B. Motion Estimation and Compensation

The issue of selecting a suitable global motion vector between two binary masks is a nontrivial one. Clearly, the optimal selection of the motion vector requiring the coupling of the
motion estimator with the encoder, is not a practical approach. While motion models of varying
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complexity can be tried, the often overlooked question is that of the selection or matching
criterion. All approaches evaluated by MPEG-4 2] use a single global motion vector per object
minimizing the number of pixels in error between the current and the reference objects. That is,
a vector M is chosen such that
M = arg min EM 
(2)
jj

jj

where EM is the set of all pixels in error under motion compensation of the reference contour
by M . The above criterion often spreads the error pixels all around the boundary when object
motion is non-rigid, which is inconsistent with the objective of tracking the reference contour or
utilizing context where possible. To better capitalize on the proposed code structure (context
and tracking) the following criterion is used to choose a global motion vector:

M = arg min

X
(ij )2E

M

(i i)2 + (j j )2 
;

;

(3)

where the summation is over all pixels in error whose center of mass is at (i j ). Roughly speaking,
application of the proposed criterion has the eect of pushing the majority of error pixels to one
side of the contour, while accurately approximating the rest. This, together with the tracking
mode and the use of context, makes the encoder ecient with respect to non-rigid object motion
and contour noise. Figure 5 illustrates the application of the proposed criterion for motion. Here
the contour in the current frame is shown by the solid line and the motion compensated (under
the proposed criterion) contour is shown by the dotted line. Also, the resulting control points
are shown by and the control points where the current boundary is approximated by tracking
the reference boundary are shown by .




IV. Rate and Distortion

So far we have concentrated on how to capitalize on temporal correlation between frames.
Now that we have identied the code structure, we need to dene the rate and the distortion
associated with various code symbols.
A. Rate

Once the angle and run length contexts are known, the location of the next control point of the
object in the current frame is encoded by (angle run) predictively with respect to the context.
In this framework, shorter codewords are assigned to directions and runs closest to the contexts.
Figure 6A shows a typical conditional direction probability distribution, given the NW context,
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which also served as the initial distribution used in the VLC optimization procedure, discussed
in Sec. VI. A total of 16 dierent directions are allowed, with the direction corresponding
to the direction of the context having the greatest probability. Note that this distribution is
conditional and distributions for the other contexts of direction are obtained by rotating the
gure accordingly. Note also that with the proposed structure of the angle component, twice as
many directional transitions are now possible than in 2], since we added the angles corresponding
to a knight-like (as in chess) move of k pixels along one of the axis and a move of 2k along the
other. In view of the VLC optimization (Sec. VI), this is not, however, going to have an adverse
impact on the rate,
Figure 6B shows the 8 equiprobable directions when a location under consideration does not
have an angle context. In this case, the encoder reverts to the intra mode style, i.e., the current
direction is encoded predictively from the previously encoded one. Overall, the angle alphabet
has 16 and 8 symbols for the two situations, respectively. Similarly, an initial guess for the
conditional probability distribution for the run length is shown in Fig. 7A for the case the
context is 4. Since there are 5 dierent run lengths for 5 possible contexts, a total of 25 run
symbols are used when the run context is present, and another 5 symbols are used when it is
not. In the latter case, the run is encoded absolutely. Note that the run always refers to the
maximum between the absolute displacements in the x and y directions. In both Fig. 6 and
7, vector lengths are proportional to the probability of the corresponding symbol. For both
the angle and the run components, no contextual information is available when there too few
reference boundary or control points in the reference window.
The run and angle components are grouped together for the purpose of forming one symbol. In addition to taking advantage of their possible correlation, doing so avoids ineciency
associated with symbols having an odd run and an angle, which is not a multiple of 450 - an impossible situation. Probability distributions associated with this aggregate symbol are discussed
in Sec. VII.
In addition to angle and run symbols, there are also several symbols in the encoder alphabet
corresponding to tracking the reference contour, i.e., the previously reconstructed boundary, for
a number of pixels. These symbols are very useful when at least a part of the boundary is
approximated well through motion compensation, particularly at low bit rates (large allowable
distortion). With these symbols, henceforth referred to as tracking symbols, the encoder has
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an extra degree of freedom in approximating large stretches of the original boundary. When
a tracking symbol n (n 8 15 22 29 36 43 50) is transmitted, special care must be taken in
re-dening a segment (Eq. 1). Figure 8A shows an instance where the control point (pu+1 ) is
encoded with a tracking symbol, preceded by a non-tracking symbol. In this case, the reference
boundary (shown with a dashed line) is being followed for n pixels, starting at the midpoint
between pu;1 and pu, the end of the previously encoded segment, and terminating at pu+1 .
In Fig. 8B, however, both pu and pu+1 are encoded with tracking symbols, which is why the
current segment runs from pu to pu+1 . In both cases, a following non-tracking symbol would
dene a segment, a straight line, between pu+1 and pu+2 . Note that in order ensure that the
approximation results in a closed contour, we restrict the starting pixel of a tracking segment
to be within 1 pixel from the end point of the previous spline segment. The last pixel of the
tracking segment, while being on the reference boundary, must also be in the admissible control
point band of the current contour.
As a result, the symbol stream generated by the encoder, has the following structure. For each
consecutive control point, a symbol must be transmitted rst indicating whether the tracking
mode is used. If yes, it is followed by the corresponding tracking symbol. Otherwise, based on
the four possible outcomes of the testing for the presence of the run and angle contexts, a joint
run angle VLC table is used to encode the control point location. Each of these 5 VLC tables
can be optimized with the procedure described in Sec. VI.
Having established the angle and run encoding scheme, we dene the total object rate in
terms of constituent segment rates. If r(pu;1  pu  pu+1 ) denotes the segment rate for representing
pu+1 given control points pu;1 , pu , then the total rate is given by
2

R(p0  : : :  pNP ;1 ) =

NX
p ;1
u=0

r(pu;1 pu pu+1 ):

(4)

Note that r(pu;1 pu  pu+1 ) implicitly assumes the knowledge of the context at point pu .
Regardless of the context, the rst control point location is encoded absolutely and that cost
together with the cost of sending a global motion vector, constitutes an overhead outside the
realm of the ORD optimization described in Sec. V.
B. Distortion

Spline segment distortions need to be dened in order to evaluate the total boundary distortion.
This is done by rst associating segments of the approximating curve with segments of the original
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boundary, as shown in Fig. 9. Here the midpoints of the line segments (pu;1  pu ) and (pu+1  pu ),
l and m, respectively, are associated with the points of the boundary closest to them, l0 and
m0. That is, the segment of the original boundary (l0  m0 ) is approximated by the spline segment
(l m).
Once the correspondence problem between the spline segment endpoints and the original
boundary is solved, there are many ways in which the segment distortion can be dened. For
example, one could use the maximum operator giving the largest distance among any boundary
point of the segment and its closest spline counterpart 9]. Another approach is to evaluate the
area between the two segments. From the various ways to measure distortion we utilize in this
paper the following additive distortion metric per frame, which has also been used in MPEG-4
to evaluate performance of competing algorithms:
of pixels in error 
DMPEG4 = number
number of interior pixels

(5)

where a pixel is said to be in error if it belongs to the interior of the original object and the
exterior of the approximating object, or vise-versa.
The spline segment distortion d(pu;1  pu  pu+1 ), shown in Fig. (9), is computed by counting
the number of pixels in error (hollow circles on the gure). Note that this requires quantizing
the continuous spline to t the pixel grid of the image. Special care is taken when associating a
spline segment to a segment of the original boundary to ensure that the starting boundary pixel
of the next segment coincides with the last boundary pixel of the current segment and that error
pixels on the border line between m and m0 are not counted twice when computing the next
segment distortion. Based on the segment distortions, the total boundary distortion is therefore
dened by

D(p0 : : :  pNP ;1 ) =

Np
X

u=0

d(pu;1  pu  pu+1 )

(6)

where Np is the number of control points and p;1 = pNp +1 = pNp = p0 . The last equality
ensures that an approximation to a closed contour is also closed and simplies implementation.
It is mentioned here that other additive distortion metrics can be used 2], 7], 9].
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V. Determining the Optimal Solution

Within the connes of the chosen code structure, we seek an ordered sequence of control points
pi , and their number NP , which is the solution to:
min
p0 :::p
NP ;1

D(p0  : : :  pNP ;1 )

subject to :

R(p0  : : :  pNP ;1 ) Rmax 


(7)

We convert the above constrained minimization problem into an unconstrained one by forming
the Lagrangian

J (p0 : : :  pNP ;1 ) = D(p0  : : :  pNP ;1 ) +  R(p0 : : :  pNP ;1)

(8)



where for any choice of the multiplier , J is the cost function to be minimized. This cost
function is expressed as a sum of incremental spline segment costs dened as,

w(pu;1  pu  pu+1 ) = d(pu;1  pu pu+1 ) +  r(pu;1  pu  pu+1):

(9)



The optimal set of control points (p0  : : :  pNP ;1 ) is then found by casting the problem as a
shortest path in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with control points playing the role of vertices
and incremental costs w() serving as edge weights 2]. Dynamic Programming (DP) is employed
to nd the shortest path in the DAG for a xed rate-distortion tradeo . We employ a Bezier
curve search 7] in order to arrive at  , the multiplier resulting in the total rate closest to the
target rate of Rmax , in very few iterations.
VI. VLC Optimization

Clearly our claim of optimality is contingent on the chosen code structure, the motion compensation scheme, the width of the control point band, and, to a great extent, on the VLC
tables. In 4] it was shown that the rate-distortion eciency of an ORD optimal solution to the
problem of intra mode contour approximation is sensitive to the VLC tables for the run and
angle parameters. Hence, operational optimality of the solution could only be claimed in the
following sense:

p0  : : :  pNP ;1 = arg p0 :::p
min
D(p0  : : :  pNP ;1 ) +  R(p0  : : :  pNP ;1 ) V LC ]]
N ;1

f

g

P



j

(10)

In this paper we modify the iterative procedure proposed in 6], 4] to remove the conditioning
of the ORD optimal solution on an ad-hoc VLC. As a result of its application, the solution to
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the following optimization problem is found

p0 : : :  pNP ;1 = arg

f

g

min

p0 :::pNP ;1 f 2F

D ( ) +  R ( )]






(11)

where f is a member of the family of context-conditioned parameter probability mass functions
F . Hence the shape approximation and the parameter probability model are found jointly and
ORD locally optimized.
In the beginning of the iterative process, depicted in Fig. 10, the encoder compresses a sequence
of binary frames in the inter mode with a xed rate-distortion tradeo  and an initial probability
mass function for (angle, run context ). Having encoded the input sequence at iteration k, based
on the probability mass function f k (), we use the frequency of the output symbols to compute
f k+1().
Unlike the intra mode, however, here the symbols representing objects in dierent frames are
correlated. This means that while for the current object we optimize control point locations to
achieve the best possible R-D eciency, the eect on the next frame is not considered. Thus,
we assume that even though temporal correlations between contours ci;1 and ci in frames i-1
and i, respectively, exist, the extent to which these correlations can be capitalized upon is independent of a particular approximation of ci;1 . Besides being reasonably accurate, especially for
noisy contours, this assumptions does not require exhaustive search and makes the optimization
procedure tractable. It also hold true in the experiments, discussed in Sec. VII.
In the intra mode, output symbol frequencies at iteration k serve as the basis for the VLC
table at iteration k + 1. Since the sequence of selected control points at iteration k is available
to the encoder at iteration k + 1, with the VLCs derived from that sequence, the encoder can, at
the very least, select the same path and, thus, incur a lower or equal Lagrangian cost. The lower
or equal cost is a consequence of the VLC tables optimized for that particular path. Therefore,
the cost C in Fig. 10 is a non-increasing function of k.
In the inter mode, on the other hand, convergence can not be proved in general. Nevertheless,
because of the assumption stated above, we do expect the cost function to monotonically decrease
with iterations. However, for the inter mode, the procedure for updating the VLC tables has to
be modied to ensure the closure of all contours. To avoid situations when certain run angle
symbols, occurring with a 0 frequency at iteration k and, therefore, not usable at iteration k + 1,
but are required to trace a closed path, we modify the original procedure. The probability
distribution fk+1, driving the encoder at iteration k + 1, is obtained by blending fk and the
j
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distribution inferred from the obtained solution fksolution as follows:

fk+1 =  fksolution + (1  ) fk 


;

(12)



where the blending parameter  was set to 0.75.
The iterative process depicted in Fig. 10 stops when the cost improvement is less than , at
which point the symbols are arithmetically encoded and sent to the decoded together with the
overhead of the two probability mass functions.
VII. Results

Figure 11 shows the ORD curves of the proposed algorithm for the SIF sequence \kids". The
distortion axis dn represents the average of the DMPEG4 's dened in Eq. (5) for one frame, over
100 frames. As the gure demonstrates, our result compares favorably with both the baseline 3]
and the vertex-based 5] algorithms in the inter mode across most of the range of bitrates. In the
very low distortion region (dn 0:006) of operation, however, the proposed algorithm requires
more bits than both the baseline and the vertex-based methods. This is due to the fact that for
near-lossless boundary encoding the chosen code structure (direction plus run) is inecient.
In this implementation, 16 directions were allowed in the case the context is present. Encoded
dierentially with respect to the angle context, they correspond to 16 out of 24 conditional
symbols for the direction component. The other 8 symbols are used when a context is not
present. The run component was represented by 25 symbols, with only 5 symbols (corresponding
to runs of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12) used for any given context. Additionally, 7 symbols were used for
the tracking mode, representing 7 dierent lengths (spaced uniformly from 8 to 45) for which a
reference contour could be tracked. Bit-rates for the proposed method, reported in Fig. 11, take
into account bits for the global motion vectors, searched in a 32 32 window.




A. Initialization of Symbol Probabilities

The iterative scheme for optimizing the VLCs, described in Sec. VI, is locally optimized in the
following sense. Let fT be the parameter probability mass function, with its corresponding cost
CT , at the termination of the iterative process depicted in Fig. 10. Then f = fT + f, another
probability mass function separated by a small distance from fT , will result in a Lagrangian cost
C CT when applied to the optimal encoder under the same rate-distortion tradeo . Since
CT is a local minimum, there is no guarantee that perturbations to fT larger than f will not
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outperform it in terms of the Lagrangian cost.
To get an idea of how close a local minimum CT is to the global minimum, we conducted
several experiments with dierent initializations of the probability mass function f0. Figure 12
shows the corresponding rate-distortion curves.
Figure 13 shows the symbol probability distribution, with the run context of 8, after 5 iterations of the process described in Sec. VI. As expected, a sharp peak occurs for the run of 8 and
the angle displacement of 0. This indicates that following the context in both the run and the
angle was the most frequently occurring symbol.
VIII. Conclusions

In this work we proposed a novel technique for capitalizing on the between frame correlation of
shape information, while achieving an ORD optimal performance. In addition, we have removed
the dependency of the ORD optimal solution on a particular VLC used to encode the generated
symbols.
Although the proposed algorithm clearly outperforms existing inter mode techniques, its overall
improvement in eciency of shape representation with respect to the intra mode is not comparable to that of texture representation, where temporal correlation is exploited to a much larger
degree. We expect that further gains can be made by adaptively adjusting the size of the context
window with , and, possibly, by using a more sophisticated motion model. Also, a hybrid intra
- inter technique, utilizing prediction with respect to both the context and the previously encoded control point, may outperform this approach. Since the use of context couples consecutive
frames, the global (across objects) optimality is lost. Hence an approach using dierent values
of  for the same object in dierent frames may potentially be more ecient.
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Fig. 1. (A) Admissible control point band (B) Ordering of admissible control points .
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Fig. 2. Original and motion compensated binary frames dark grey region: overlapping region, white
region: error region, object in current frame, background in previous frame, light grey region: error
region, background in current frame, object in previous frame. Sources of error: non-rigid motion and
the acquisition/segmentation process.
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Fig. 3. Encoding of a spline control point.

Fig. 4. Control points (X marks) and boundary pixels (circles) in a temporal context window. Context:
NW direction, run of 4.
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Control Points with Non−Rigid Motion
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Fig. 5. Control point placement under very low bit rate. Circles correspond to the tracking mode.
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Fig. 6. Typical probability assignment for the direction with NW context (A), with no context (B).
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Fig. 7. Typical probability assignment for the run with a context of 4 (A), with no context (B).

Fig. 8. Encoding pu+1 in the tracking mode.
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Fig. 9. Area between the original boundary segment and its spline approximation (circles).

Fig. 10. The entropy encoder structure.
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R−D curves for 100 frames of the "Kids" sequence − Inter Mode
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Fig. 11. Rate-Distortion curves.
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R−D curves for 100 frames of the "Kids" sequence − Inter Mode
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Fig. 12. Rate-Distortion curves for dierent initializations of f0 .
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Symbol probability distribution with the run context of 8
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Fig. 13. Probability distribution at convergence for run context of 8.

